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THE NEW YELLOW PAGES
Don’t forget to download and save the latest version of the Yellow Pages. Many new businesses
have been listed. This section will help you find
the goods and services you need.
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DIRECTORY OF ENGLISH-SPEAKING

PEOPLE IN THE ATENAS AREA

New names and numbers have been added to the directory. With each issue Atenas Today subscribers will
receive an updated file containing the names and contact information of people who have chosen to be listed.
Simply download the PDF file attached to this Atenas Today email and print it or save it on your computer.
If your name is on the list without contact information, it is because you are a subscriber to the newsletter,
but have not authorized the publication of your email address or other information. To add or correct data please
send an email to atenastoday@gmail.com

Publisher’s Note

Doesn’t it seem like we just began
2015? How can the end of the month be
here already? The days get shorter and it
seems that resolutions notwithstanding, my
life continues to be very busy as I happily
pursue old and new interests!
Our daughter was here for only a
short time this Holiday Season. I suppose
it is a fact of life that changes and maturing
are just the way things go and we must all
make the best of it. We are all back to our
daily grind but I must say, my daily grind
here in this beautiful county is always filled
with sunshine, flowers and friendly faces!
As usual for this time of year, we
have the Fiestas in Palmares going on, the
Fiestas in Sabana Larga are approaching
and of course, the 8th annual Chili Fiesta
(formerly known as the Chili Cook-Off) will
also be taking place during the month of
February. Please see the attached calendar,
flyers and articles for complete information
on these and other events.

It is the time of year when a short
walk around town will allow me to see the
many new faces in the neighborhood. It
always gives me a particular thrill to see
tourists or potential residents happily going
about their activities with an air of positive
expectation. Their energy as they immerse
themselves in our small town makes me
recall the many reasons why I enjoy living
here.
Recently I had many errands to run
so I decided to park my car and take my
own advice and do some walking. Naturally,
I glanced down to make sure the sidewalks
were safe before embarking on this
adventure. I met friends and strangers on
my journey and enjoyed catching up with
as many people as I could.
When I returned to my car, it
suddenly dawned on me that every
stranger I greeted returned my greeting
with a smile or a nod. This is a small thing,
but small actions like a smile or a nod (for
me) contribute to why it feels special to live
in Atenas, today and every day!
Happy Reading!

Marietta Arce
marietta.arce@gmail

COMMUNITY BULLETIN BOARD
This space is available for posting community activities for the following weeks. Please
provide information about your activity or event to atenastoday@gmail.com by the 15th of
the m onth.
January 14 th – 26 th Palm ares Fiestas (see program attached)
January 30 th – February 2 nd – Fiestas in Sabana Larga, Atenas (see program attached)
January 31 st – Act ivity in Finca Agro E cologica Los Angeles (see inter view)
February 8th – Atenas Chili Fiest a (see flyer/program/article)
February 9th – Public Schools Begin 2015 School Year
February 14 th – Day of Love and Friendship (Valentine’s Day)

REGULARLY SCHEDULED ACTIVITIES
Every Sunday:

Buddhist Book Discussion at Roca Verde (S ee Flyer)**

Every Tuesday, Wednesday & Sunday

Atenas New Community (See Flyer)

Second Monday of every month:

4 p.m. Abandoned Animals of Atenas Foundat ion
meeting at Antaños P lease contact Virginia 2446-5343 or Sylvia 8868-1386 for more
infor mation. Volunteers are needed and welcome.

Every Tuesday:

Atenas Br idge Club meet s at Don Yayo’s
Restaurant . 1 p.m. to 4 p.m. No part ner r equired.

Every Wednesday:

At noon (Please confirm with Michele Clutter 2446-0664)

informal get togethers at Kay’s Gringo Postres

Second Wednesday of each month: The Costa Rica Writers

Group meets at noon at
Colinas del S ol Hotel in Boqueron. For mor e details cont act Lar ry Rusin at
crcaseyboy@gmail.com

ATENAS NEW COMMUNITY (associated with the Tico church, Iglesia Bíblica de Atenas)
facebook.com/groups/145046998883605
DESCRIPTION: Atenas New Community is non-denominational with a diverse congregation - Messianic Jews,
Presbyterians, Mennonites, Methodists, Catholics, Southern Baptists, etc. The focus is on Jesus Christ and the
Bible, not on esoteric and divisive theological differences.
SERVICES:
Tuesday - 6pm - Bible study in English.
Wednesday - 6pm - English worship service
1st Sunday of each month – An English translator is provided for the 9:00 a.m. Spanish worship service.
(After the service many of the ex-pats gather at a designated home for a potluck lunch. Just ask any ex-pat before
or after worship for the particulars.)

ENGLISH PAST OR: Steve Lucas - https://facebook.com/stev e.lucas • 8764-8960
TICO PASTOR : Oldemar Artavia - https://facebook.com/oldemar.artavia
ADDITION AL CONTACT: Judy Hickman • 2446-4791 • judy@proslink.com
DIRECTIONS: On Highway 3 at the blinking light

All classes are 3000 colones or US$6

IT’S COUNTDOWN TIME!
by Bonnie Fluke – bfluke@yahoo.com

I’m getting very excited about the Atenas Chili Fiesta February 8th , the first Sunda y after the
Super Bowl at Sabana Larga. The major reason? I haven’t seen real live music in my three
years living in CR. Three years! Haven’t made it to a weekend music and bea ch festival
because I’m too old and hate being in the su n all day. Hav en’t made it to see the National
Sympho ny when they perform in Atenas at Christmastime due to not paying enough attention
beforehand. Haven’t made it to the Jazz Café because no one I know stays up tha t late – and
never to drive at night! So in that one way It’s been a to ugh time in CR for Bonnie, because I am
a bit of a live music fiend . But I have mu sic chops and I’m not limited by gen re. I’ve seen Bob
Marley and Merle Haggard and The Clash and Prin ce and the San Francisco Symphony. I like
to move. And so, I imagine, do you.
This is why, if you aren’t a kid, or a chili aficionado, or an appreciator of high-stepping horses,
ribs, beer, chocolate, or cigars…if you have no, zero, zip desire to win a cake or play bingo for
extremely cool stuff like dinners out and g ift ce rtificates to beauty salons and ba gel
bakeries…well then okay, I kinda understand. But chew on this to see how it tastes in your
rhythm section…LIVE MUSIC & DANCING, with a few lessons if you want. ALL DAY! As I said
at the start, I’m EXCITE D that The Chili Fiesta is merely wee ks away – IT’S COUNTODOWN
TIME!
At Campo Ferial, the action starts at eleven with the local band who has won our (somewhat
informal, mos tly word-of-mouth) Talent Contest, performing LIVE. I love to see new ban ds.
There is a level of intensity and abando n and joy that infuses new band s, even the sarcastic,
too-cool ones. Th en, it’s the Mamon-Chinos, a band of mostly-retired Atenas Gringos whose
musicianship I can attest to – these guys all know how to play. And they have an exce llent
rumbling playlist; so their sound requires that you wear your dancing shoes! The last act at
Campo Ferial is Voce sDuo. Tico singers and musicians who have pe rformed for more than ten
years cove ring tunes like “Unchain My Heart” and on to salsa, mere ngue, and cumbia. They
are also from the Atenas area.
The Salon will host just one daytime concert, since it’s also the site of the Chili Cook -Off earlier
in the day. That happens at 2:30, and the ba nd, well, they are a surprise. Surprises are good!

So there is our day of music! Is that not a blast? But, as we have said so often, there’s more!
More music! Check this woman out:

I’ve be en spending time with tamela and her various bands and accompanists on You-Tube and
I want to share some with you. Here’s her most recent music:
http://youtu.be/Fcv- AQvLTE
This song, just do wn loaded last week, is called “Yo Lloré”, and it’s bright, it has soul, and I
want to dance. For another mood entirely, check this out to appreciate her very p ure a nd
bea utiful voice:
http://youtu.be/BpE0UB6eflw
I am humming this as I’m writing, all soft and cheerful. This is a song called “Bateria” that she
sings live with Edgar Brenes-Soto playing th e 10-string Uke lele. I recommend You-Tube to see
more of her music because It’s GOOD! And Tamela is soon-to -be LIVE a t our first evening
concert, or After Hours Show as I prefer to think of it! We are bringing our best Tico friends to
enjo y the evening with us. I suggest you do the same!
Because the Atenas Chili Fiesta is more than a chili coo k-off, more than a day of music a nd
food and crafts. It is more than a fundraiser “Fo r the Kids” at Hogar de Vida. It is a Fiesta, a
giant party to create and share joy and community. It is a cultural mash-0up and an opportunity
for Compartir, Sharing with one another, deepening our understanding of our extended
community and our place in it.
So come to eat chili! Come to hear amazing music! Come to view art! Come to contribute to
Hogar de Vida, and come to meet you r neighbors.
You’ll find me dancing!

TARZAN
by Harriet Sheppard hweyman@gmail.com
Tarzan my rooster died. My neighbor had heard me calling him yesterday
and later that evening he felt compelled to come to my house with the news.
Armed with his 2 year-old son nestled on his hip, knowing he would need
protection from my possible lapse into unmitigated hysterics, he told me
that a dog had attacked Tarzan and that he had died during the night.
I put on a sympathetic face and simply said how triste.
Today (a day later), I miss my young man toddling up for his rice and
occasional handful of sesame seeds. I had watched him grow from a scruffy
neighborhood castoff to a fine full bodied specimen, his coat a glowing cape
of dark sienna, gradating to a ripe amber. The sun added pin stripes of
white to his cape.
He had gained an air of self respect, using our property for more than just a
quick stop for fast food. Nestling in the dry spots of the most vulnerable and
exotic parts of my garden, he luxuriously scratched and flopped, spraying
dirt all over the terrace. Then jumping up on my tallest flower pot, he
would crow that fabulous blood curdling crow that at times made me want to
bat him away.
He felt at home here.
He had attained a sort of chivalry when dealing with his wife, Vampira. He
would lead her here in a proud militaristic bearing then sit back and watch
her grovel and hog all the food. He simply sighed when she jumped on the
table and pulled the rice on the floor. Maybe he had learned to accept that
behavior from his mom.

I can’t believe the depth of my sorrow. My favorite dog died last year and
immediately I could see him in doggy heaven with all of my other dogs
whom had died over the course of my life. But I’ve only had one chicken,
and I have no friends for him in my heaven. Maybe that’s the sad part.
There must be an upside to this. I can’t find it.
P.S.
My cousin Helen said, “…maybe just allowing folks to sit with you through
your lovely thoughts and comfort you is the upside...” I love her for that.

Tryin’ to make it real III
Paul Furlong

Where's that bee and where's that honey?
Where's my God and where's my money?
Unreal values, crass distortion
Unwed mothers need abortion
Kind of brings to mind ol' young King Tut (He did it now)
Tried to make it real — compared to wha t?!
https://www.youtube.com/wa tch?v=P2wRlXAsy-Y

“…This was a time of transformation……. In the cool clear morning, Bonny and I would take our
bags from the car and find a quiet row house lawn to spread them. It became a ritual of peeling her
pasties in the wee hours; and to sing the quiet song that we sang… at every opportunity.” Continued…this
time with a dedication to my friends and sponsors, Cal and Myra Ruderman and the great Dodge Dart they gave me for this trip.

I was tired and sore, four bikes uncrated and assembled for the shop in the morning. I put
my tools away, turned off all but the light by the door and stood in the shadows rubbing the small
of my back. We’d settled into a sand castle routine; each of us with solid foundations and history
back east; things we never talked about on the road. We were in the forever now with a vague

luminous future by the name of Telluride and the outside chance that a crazy ex-airline pilot
friend just might be in town when we got there.
I took my keys out to lock the door, opened it, and was hit with a brilliant light with two
cops pointing guns at me. I stayed cool and invited them in, showed them completed
motorcycles, check-off sheets with my name and signature on them and the unlikely story that
my topless girlfriend was getting off at two in the morning. They saw nothing strange about it
and wished me a good evening. I began my walk to meet Bonny a meditative man.
There’s something artificial about lives on the road, the very transient nature of it; smile a
little too quick, always in someone’s way and nothing you can call yours except what’s on your
back. Bonny became a shoulder to lean on for some of the girls at the bar and I found opening
crates of bikes and screwing them together felt more like a summer job going nowhere. But
these jobs kept us from settling in. There were no household projects, no cruising in the car or
friends dropping by our non-existent kitchen; we were just working to get moving again like
Judy and I had done in Miami.
Our sleeping accommodations improved dramatically when we met a medical student by
the name of Joe. Late twenties, tall and darkly handsome with soft hands and a shepherd’s
kindness about him—easy to feel loved when he was around. At night, you never knew who
might be sleeping on the floor of his tiny apartment, but the rule was we had to leave in the
morning and not come back till night. About this time Judy, (remember Judy?), an ever
changing ember, wispy and thin, Judy stayed in touch by a frail thread of letters from Tucson,
and somehow found us in Denver. I swear, the more I accept the miracle of universal
consciousness; the more I see electronic connectivity as some kind of cosmic booby prize.
Soon Judy was now part of the crew who slept on Joe’s floor. Weeks flew by without a
thought; we just followed the routine that made the money to get us down the road. One night
the four of us came “home” to Joe’s and noticed a flaxen haired young thing sleeping on the
floor. We joked and took dibs on who would get him/her when gender could be confirmed.
Judy won and did her best to make “Austin” hers. I wasn’t privy to their inner workings but they
did make a good couple. His downy blond mustache and puffy innocence lent him an air of
divinity; a new set of eyes curiously watching the universe explore itself. Age, sex or medicinal

preferences all cut laser like across straight-world perceptions of good and evil. Just being on
the road was enough; a declaration of personal sovereignty—its cost bore the mark;

.

Whatever got Austin there; love, lack of love, running from, running to, forbidden desire or just
naked curiosity; the best we could do was to recognize him as one of our own.
About this time three things happened:
1) The first gas crisis hit Denver after Dick Nixon stopped paying for oil with gold and
switched to the paper we’d been getting since 1932. Suddenly gas prices doubled and
became hard to find. Stations closed and we had to wait hours in line for the ones still
open. Sorry Cal, the Dart had to go.
2) Our communal bliss thinned dramatically with five of us sleeping on Joe’s floor. It
was time to move; we were bored, crowded and our driving wheels were stuck to the
hubs in the Colfax Avenue blues.
3) The vibe changed. More real than cement shoes, vibes are a sirens’ call for all lost
souls. People on the road don’t read the news, they feel it; in this case an unspoken
anxiety amongst the five of us that had me saying—
“Austin, wanna buy a car?” a thought spoken without thought, a good solid car for a
bicycle seemed a fair trade even if he didn’t drive. Self-justification comes easy to the
young at heart.
“I don’t have any money,” he said in his small voice; though prismatic sunbeams lit the
fuzz on his face and fused with the dust in the air that hung like a golden mist as he
spoke.
“You got a bicycle don’t you?” I asked, caught in the grip of desire.
“Yes…” the golden mist, a yearning now, drifted implacably in Judy’s direction.
“Bonny, you have a bike back home, right?”
“Yes” - pure driven snow from a levelheaded dancer.
“What would it cost to get it here?”

Collect calls to Florida were made, numbers crunched and time calculated. Bonny would
have her bike in a week. I signed the car over to Austin and most everything in it including the
fringe leather jacket I bought with Ma Bear in the City. We worked the last week or so with
growing anticipation. When Bonny’s bicycle arrived, we cashed out, loaded everyone in the Dart
and went for a last drive in the country.
The air was mixed and moody inside the car. I found a place with grass and a view. As
we piled out, Judy leaned forward and gave me a knowing look, said
“I’m with you always and you know I’m going to be all right,” smiling and motioning
towards Austin, who was about to get an introduction to Tantric Yoga with a Vo-doo twist. Judy
was a veteran I can testify, she was real, self-made; a genuine article and WCE (weeping
cheerleaders for equality) can please stand down now, Judy was already there.
Well, we gathered on the grass. A bone was passed for clarity and slowed our nervous
chatter to silence, each alone with our thoughts under a mackerel sky. This was the ending of a
chapter and the birth of future installments in the making. Presently I began to talk about our
trip; about going back to nature and how we were going to peddle 350 miles across the Rocky
Mountains. Charley cracked a joke at my expense and suddenly we were laughing — a time
built tension, broken with a wave of relief. The mood stayed buoyant throughout our ride home
and until we waved good-bye for the last time. I never saw Charley or Austin again but I won’t
forget them.
It was late in the day when we arrived home. Our bikes were ready and packed. Our
water bottles were filled with apricot brandy — don’t know what possessed us other than we
were a couple in love and did silly things. We rode up to Colfax, and were quickly swallowed
by late afternoon traffic. Even dodging cars and people, there was this ecstatic feeling of
autonomy, the moment every sailor feels when the officer on deck calls; “Cast off all lines!” I
couldn’t stop smiling; we were at sea again at last.
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><<<<<<<<<<<<<<<
Well, we peddled! Hours of it, sometimes walking our bikes up seemingly small inclines.
It must have been nine o’clock before we stopped in the dark and found a place to lay out our

bags. Tired and thirsty, we choked down the last of our warm, syrupy brandy. Cars swished by
as we slept like children after a day at the beach. The next morning we flushed our bottles and
our bodies with cool clear water at a gas station nearby. Bonny never complained and I wasn’t
about to, but we were nearly spent and still hadn’t reached the outskirts of Denver.
From the beginning we’d never looked past the first step and now we were simply
peddling without expectation, in a zone, leaving home, time to roam—not alone. We became a
funk couple in funk training and lived off fruit we bought here and there, energy bars, candy bars
and water. We ached every morning but there was never anywhere to stop that we could afford
so we kept moving. A day passed, then another, then we lost track until at night we’d curl up off
the road somewhere, massage each other’s pain away and slept with the angles.
One afternoon humping along a long flat stretch of sun-burned highway, we became
aware of a refreshing breeze coming from behind that offered some relief. Clouds had gathered
and the breeze picked up to make peddling easier. I looked over my shoulder and saw a
darkening sky and realized rain was on the way. We had rain jackets but nothing to protect us
from what was coming. There was a broken down shack not far in the distance and we peddled
hard to make it; desert expanse is hard to gauge, but the wind pushed us and we peddled harder
and as the first drops hit us, we raced the last thirty yards to the shack, grabbed our bikes and
carried them over lumpy ground in a brutal downpour. Once inside, we quickly found a part that
still had roof, parked the bikes under it and moved to another dry area that had a dilapidated
wood burning stove with a broken leg. Someone had put a brick under it — level enough to cook
a can of Chef Boyardee®. We had one dry match; cold and wet, we put the lightest tinder we
could find to get the kindling going and stacked it carefully with small pieces of doorframe and
bits of trim that we found and lit the match that lit the fire. We busied ourselves hanging wet
clothes and rummaging through our packs for anything warm and dry. Soon enough the fire was
warming our small area and I sat down to roll us each a cigarette. As lunch and dinner cooked in
the can, I took a piece of trim from the fire and lit a bone for enlightenment. We sat without
talking in the din of pounding rain on our little homestead tin roof. I looked at my watch, it was
early afternoon, a sort of half day off, and so we relaxed for the first time since we’d left Denver.
We found a couple bags of M&Ms to calm our munchies and made noises that cabin hadn’t
heard for a hundred years. Continued…. Fuzzlong@gmail.com

Fun and Adventure Near Atenas,
Costa Rica

by Dennis E aster s e asters 3@ msn. com

Over the holidays, Julia and Floris,
great friends of ours from Holland,
enjoyed a three-week vacation here
in Atenas. This time they brought
along Leida, who also quickly
became a friend, to explore the
natural beauty of Costa Rica. On
their last full day in Atenas, Leida
wanted to soak up a bit more of the
nature that she had fallen in love
with while in Costa Rica. I planned a
day of fun at two of my favorite
nature spots in our area; El Bosque
del Niño in Grecia, and El Rio and
Cataratas La Union in Desmonte.
Needless to say, both destinations
were a big hit with the “House of
Orange”.

Julia, Floris and Leida
From Atenas, El Bosque del Niño is

a pleasant 45 minute drive, while the
Rio La Union is just 20 minutes
away. We headed out early for
Grecia to enjoy a nice hike in the
forest, which smells strong and
sweet of pine and cypress. We
ended our day with another small
hike and a refreshing swim under the
waterfalls at El Rio La Union.
Entrance into El Bosque cost $5 for
foreigners and 600 colones for locals
or residents. Entrance to La Union is
free.

Bosque del Niño, Grecia, Costa
Rica:
Starting high above the town of
Grecia in the neighborhood of Calle
Rodriguez, the Bosque del Niño is
the beginning of a long trek up the
side of Volcan Poas. Created in
1973, a pine and cypress forest was
planted by local children as part of
the reserve. Receiving between
140-160 inches of rain per year, this
reserve is teeming with nature. The
hiking trails are well marked and
maintained. One of the trails leads
you to a beautiful waterfall and river.
The other eventually takes you to the
summit of Volcan Poas. The trails
require you to be in moderately good
physical condition and it takes about
1.5 to 2 hours to complete the circuit.

Rio and Catarats La Union,
Desmonte, Costa Rica:
Located just off of Highway 3 (El
Aguacate) about 20 minutes drive
from Atenas, you will come upon a
flashing yellow light marking the
‘centro’ of Desmonte. Desmonte is a
small village of a few hundred
families, many of which settled there
years ago to work in the now
abandoned silver mine that borders
the Rio Union. The Rio Union starts
high in the mountains above
Desmonte, near the border with San
Ramon. After thousands of years of
forcefully coming down the
mountain, the river is mostly carved
into solid rock with high, impressive
banks and massive bolder
formations in the middle of the river.
All of these elements combine to
create spectacular waterfalls.

From the flashing yellow light, about
2 kilometers up the hill, you will find
a bridge and a makeshift parking
area (on the weekends and holidays
it will be filled to capacity, so plan to
arrive early). Park and begin your
hike upriver, traversing the rock
formations and waterfalls, and enjoy
the stunning beauty that surrounds
you. Along the way, you will
encounter large swimming holes that
have be created by the force of
nature. It’s a wonderful opportunity to
commune with Mother Earth!

The Frequency of Joy by Konrad Esquivel
I have many children, 8 to be exact. Each one so different and special in their own unique way but, most
of all, they are treasures in my heart. Three are adults and are all lined up following their dreams. Three
are teenagers steaming with excitement about all their new found individuality and freedom. Two are
youngsters showing off their abundant energy and true sponges of life.
My mom died 20 some years ago, but she left lasting and wonderful impressions in my life. One time
she said to me, “You know I really love you, and you are my son but, in truth, you are a child of life; you
don’t belong to me; you belong to life and that is how I free you to live your life, like an arrow thrown by
my hand.”
I’ve meditated on that many times, and I missed her when she passed away, but she gave some handy
tools to live fully. I belong to Life.
Today my children hear the same from m e, “Guys, you belong to life, be free to live your dreams. I love
you very much; I wish to see you often; I love to hug you; it pleasures me to chat with you, and I’ll
always be there for you. But because I love you, then I free you. You belong to life; you are life just as I
am.”
From each one, I have learned precious lessons. The last one still bubbles in my inner core, and I will
have to use weird terminology. I’ve been infused with the frequency of simple joy!
My daughter is 6 years old and wakes up daily singing and smiling, and very few things break her spirit. I
often tell her, “Lali, you are shining; I just love your inner light!” Some people call these kids Crystal
children. I see her, and I recognize a gift, but I don’t want to call her anything. I don’t want to do that to
her, as I would rather see her untagged and unframed, a free spirit sparkling laughter, light and joy
wherever she goes.
Yesterday, I was at the river with my 2 youngest and, like any other parent in love, I was watching and
savouring every moment of it, creating memories that will feed me later. I delighted in the joy it all
brought to me. The fun they had climbing the big rock and diving in, the time they struggled against the
current to land again in a safe area, and on and on, were the different activities that easily were created.
They were only doing that one thing we all love! Having fun!
They were active doing the things that kept them in the high vibration of JOY!
I was not going to go in the river; I just wanted to enjoy from the outside. But I saw her, and her joy was
contagious, when she was either dumping rocks in her long shirt or diving in and fighting the current.
The activity was not that important, because she was connected to the source of it all. It is all that
matters.
That is what I call the frequency of joy.
Unlimited, clear, resourceful and abundant. She was connected, and it was igniting me. I could not hold
it anymore, and off I went to dive in!
I wanted that same feeling, and seeing it in her ignited it in m e. I was once more at the feet of my own
children learning about life in full color!

It was beautiful, and it was wonderful. I quickly became an asset in their disposition to bring more
experiences onto the plate. Time was absolutely unimportant, and there was immediate bonding. It
was easy. No one had to work at it.
My wife was taking pictures, and she took one that seems meaningful to me. I was able to go upstream
against the current and sat on a rock. Lali followed me, but was strongly pulled back. I extended my
hand, we locked our eyes, and it was her turn to get ignited with security. Something shifted and she
was empowered from within. She made it, and Oh the fun we shared after that, sliding with the flow
over and ove r. A beautiful cycle of give and take .

We belong to life and, through it, we are more than able to help ignite many powerful frequencies in
each other. That my friend is a simple, but deep, lesson for life.
I believe that each of us has a particular frequency. My daughters’ is joy; mine is usually peace, and that
makes me feel great.
What is your frequency? What are you transmitting that ignites others? I hope you, too, are feeling
great!

Atenas Today Interviews
Sylvia Martinez Sánchez
Finca Agro Ecológica
become aware of our social, cultural and
enivonmental responsiblity so that we

Sylvia and (mentor-mom) Jeannette Sanchez
AT:

We recently visited Finca Agro
Ecológica located in Los Angeles,
Atenas where we had an opportunity to
speak with Sylvia Martinez Sanchez
(owner) and Jonny Arguedas (staff)
about this exciting new project in
Atenas.

AT:

Sylvia, please tell us a little bit about
this amazing undertaking. How did it
all begin?

SM:

Well, about twenty years ago, my parents began looking for a property in
Atenas that had nice climate, was peaceful and secure for residing in, and one
that would encourage and motivate our
family to learn how to live in peace with
the environment.
At that time, we began to make changes
in our habits as consumers to promote
and establish a budget and lifestyle that
were self-sufficient and would safeguard
our natural resources. We began recycling and became informed about climate change: how it affects us and what
our contribution to mitigate its impact
can be. We made a decision to respect
all living beings including the flora and
fauna that were already living in the
property. These changes led us to

Cebollín growing (chives)
could become part of the solution to the
problems that the planet faces.
AT:

Sylvia, what would you say the vision
of your project is?

SM:

We are motivated to leave behind unnecessary consumption and we want to
contribute to the practice of living
healthily. It is very important to us that
we promote the development of healthy
habits and services that will allow us to
benefit as a community. Undoubtedly,
what makes this project viable is the
awareness of what we want to give back
to our planet and the hope that we can
set up attainable goals that will let us
make positive changes in our lifestyle.
One of the ways in which we hope to
make these changes has been the creation of a garden and a greenhouse
that are set aside for the planting of
vegetables that are free of chemicals and

in which our family is committed to
achieving harmony by communicating
with the nature that surrounds us. Understanding nature’s language has been
our guide in the development of other
compatible activities such as making
compost with the same organisms
(always brimming with life) that are
produced here, as well as setting up a
worm bin.

cactus, hibiscus and others. We also offer
raw products which are very nutritious and
delicious such as our “cheeses” made from
crushed almond, sunflower, and cashew
seeds and are flavored with basil, tarragon,
dill, dates and more!
In the future, we hope to share our
experiences and knowledge in this
beautiful place surrounded by nature.

various herbs
Sylvia and Jonny Arguedas, assistant
AT:

What do you want to offer the
consumer that visits you here?

SM:

As Finca Agro Ecologica, our interest is
to offer products and services that are
produced with a conscience and with love so that consuming them will be beneficial and will encourage a conscious decision to create a close relationship of
respect with our planet. We are all aware of the harm that the use of chemicals
causes in our food. Organic agriculture
goes further than just the proper use of
our resources, it requires a relationship
of solidarity and true commitment.

AT:

Can you tell us some of the products
we can purchase from you?

SM:

Among the crops that nature allow us to
grow here we have: lettuces, cilantro,
parsley, chives, casil, mecino lemon,
avocados (seasonal), and oranges. Soon
we will have cherry tomatoes, moringa

AT:
SM:

Sylvia, can people come and visit?
Actually, we are hosting an activity on
Saturday, January 31st from
5 p.m. to 8 p.m. We will give our
visitors a tour, and they will be able to taste
our raw vegan cheeses made from almond,
cashew and sunflower seeds. We will have
products available for purchase. And of
course, a beautiful sunset for free to which
all are invited!

View of the Por o trees from Finca Agro Ecologica

Finca Agro Ecologica is located 2.2 kms East
of the National Monument to the Boyero in Los
Angeles, Atenas.
For information: convidalimentos@gmail.com

It’s A Dogs Life…REALLY!!

Stories from Mr. BudBud, Primero Perro of Lighthouse Animal Rescue.
They were written 10 years ago when he first came to Costa Rica for a
house sitting job.
8/16/2004
Latest news!
It's been REALLY hectic here so that is why I have not posted lately!
Hurricane Charley hit Edgewater (our home town) pretty hard. Trees down,
power poles down, roofs with trees on them, trees with roofs on them, etc.
Of course the power is out in many areas and the telephone lines are down
in lots of areas too.
Crystal’s mom (Crystal is our house/pet sitter) was able to reach her on her
cell phone and she e-mailed us and let us know that Crystal and all the
fuzzbutts at Lighthouse are okay.
YAAAAAAAAAAAAAAYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYY!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Thank GOD!!!
Then, Mom says, God turned the phone lines back on long enough for her
to get in touch with Crystal in person!!!! They were only up long enough for
Mom to get through and went down again immediately after.
Crystal spent the night in the closet with all the fuzzbutts as Charley was
passing through. She could hear things hitting the roof and slamming into
the windows. There was no power for a while but it came back pretty
soon. The phone lines are still goofing up though. She does not have
internet access yet either. She is going to send us pictures as soon as she
can get on-line.
Crystal is one brave lady!!!!!!! Mom says she is one of our angels.

Another friend of ours, who lives in another part of our town, has moved
into our guest house because his power may not be back on for two
weeks!! He is helping to clean up the debris left by the storm.
There are two more storms brewing so y'all say a prayer that they die out or
go another way!! We are supposed to fly home on Sunday the 22nd and
Mom says she is anxious to get home and hug our babies.
Other news is that my car can swim RIVERS!!!!!!!!!!
I think I told you we were going to the beach in Dominical last week.
On the way to Dominical, on "that road" Mom hates so much, one of the
bridges had just collapsed at one end while a semi truck was crossing it!!!!
The truck was able to drive on up the other side and he was out behind his
truck changing the tires when we got there.
Since the bridge was down, there was only one way to get across. YEP.
Mom drove right into the river and crossed to the other side. Then we took
pictures of trucks and cars coming across. IT WAS FUN!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Mom said it was the ONLY good part about "that road." I figure the bridge
must have done that before too since there was a BIG pile of debris already
there and the road through the river seemed pretty well worn. LOL!!!!
The place we stayed in Dominical was REALLY pretty and I got to see a
POISON FROG!!!! Mom told me not to mess with it so I left it alone,
but it was really NEAT LOOKING!!!!
Our cabina only had walls in the bedroom. The "living room" only had
mosquito netting for walls!!! It was GREAT!!!!!!
Dad and Uncle Lance were dripping wet with sweat after just walking
around the resort for a few minutes. It was HOT!!!!!!!!!!!!!
We went to the beach and walked around a little but we didn't stay two days
like we had planned. We all decided to just head on back to the PERFECT
weather here in the central valley. Mom loaded my stroller down with some
of the bags. She must think I'm skinnier than I really am.
We came back over the "Mountain of Death."
Mom said there was NO WAY she was driving back over "that road."
The mountain was more fun anyway!!
More later,
BudBud the frog hunter

The Atenas Today Art Gallery
The Art Gallery is a regular feature of Atenas Today. Local artists are encouraged to
submit photographs of their works to be included in the gallery, and to send a new
picture each month. The artists may be contacted via the email addresses shown.

Untitled
25” x 35”
Oil on canvas
Al Alexander
jeanandal@gmail.com

Artist’s Statement: Activity in midtown Manhattan starts very early; one often wonders if people are
going to work or just on their way back home. The painting is about the early
activity of city life.

Untitled
15 in X 11.5 in
Collage and acrylic on board
Harriet Sheppard
hweyman@gmail.com

Welsh Pony
Graphite and pastel on Mi-Teintes paper
Photo courtesy of Maureen Prottey at the Welsh Pony and Cob Society Show

Diana F. Miskell
Horse and Cattle Art: www.dianamiskell.com
Costa Rica Blog: http.//dianascostaricablog.blogspot.com

Hearts of Love!
Jocelyn Farquhar
Jocelyn@squibblesdesigns.com

For the bloggers…

We are providing a list of blo gs that might be of interest to our readers. By providing this
information, we are not endorsing or accepting responsibility for any content found therein.
Please contact us if you have any other blogs of interest that you would like to share. These are
alphabetized for your easy reference. Please advise if you find that some blogs no longer exist.

Biolley Buzz
Bunky Bartlett

bcrcoffee.com
http://www.bestofcostarica.org

Carole Connolly
Claudia Leon

http://carolejeanscostaricacapers.com
http://photoleraclaudinha.smugmug.com/
http://straightline-cmkl.blogspot.com/

De La Pura Vida Costa Rica
Dennis Easters/Pure Life Development
Diane Miskell

delapuravida.com
http://www.atenasrealestate.cr/index.php/blog
http://dianascostaricablog.blogspot.com

Fred Ball

http://natureboy70.blogspot.com/

Going Like Sixty

http://goinglikesixty.com

Julie and Rick in Costa Rica

http://julieandrickincostarica.blogspot.com/

Marietta Arce
Mi C hunche

http://marisundays.wordpress.com
michunche.com

Nadine Hays Pisani
New Life in Costa Rica

happierthanabillionaire.com
http://www.anewlifeincostarica.com/nuevo_vida/

Paul Furlong motorcycle blog

http://eyeneo.com/

Pura Vida Mommy

puravidamommy.blogspot.com

Rubiatica

rubiatica.blogspot.com

Shannon Farley
Somewhere In Costa Rica
Su Espacio

http://enchanting-costarica.com/
http://somewhereincostarica.com
http://www.suespacioatenas.blogspot.com/

The Real Costa Rica
The Very Worst Missionary
The View From Here

blog.therealcostarica.com
theveryworstmissionary.com
theviewfromherecr.blogspot.com
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Pet Sitter Available

Anyone that is looking for an experienced pet sitter on a
relatively short-term basis, please contact me,
Diana Ball at the following:
Email: horsedi@hotmail.com
Phone: 8569-0868 / 2446-3344.
References can be provided.

Have you ever wanted to be on the air?
Here’s your chance to host your own radio show,
promote your products and become part of :

For Rates and Information:
Carlos Sequeira Cortes
Tel: 6120-0303 / 2446-8990
atenasdigital@hotmail.com
Radio Atenas Digital
www.atenasdigitalcr.com

CR-Solar.Com

•
•
•
•
•
•

Proud Distributors of PURASOL PRODUCTS

SAVE MONEY get 15% to 20% on your investment
AVERAGE 5 year payoff
GET GRANDFATHERED IN before Novem ber 2015. Enjoy same meter rate 15 years
10 Year Mfg. Warranty and 25 Year performance warranty.
CR-SOLAR will register your panels with ICE, handle all permits, technical diagrams
and drawings for your new Bi-Directional ICE el ectrical m eter.
SALES & INFO: info@cr-solar.com Paul Info: 2446-0543 and Peter: Sales 8790-0283
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ART INSTRUCTION

All Mediums:
Oil, Acrylic, Watercolor, Drawing
Professional Artist - years of teaching experience
AL ALE XAN DE R
2446-7081
email: jeanandal@gmail.com
website: www.alalexanderartist.com

Atenas Today Advertising Rates and Policies
Atenas Today is sent out monthly to over 500 email addresses of people who live or
vacation in the Atenas area. Display ads up to half a page in size cost $20 per insertion;
full page ads are $35 per insertion. Ads in the Atenas Today Yellow Pages cost $5 per
month for one column by one inch, and $10 per month for one column by two inches.
Advertisers should send the copy via email to atenastoday@gmail.com, with pictures
attached as separate files. We will compose the ad and send back a proof for approval.
The deadline for material for that month’s issue is the 15th of the month.
Payment can be made in any of the following ways:
1) deposit to BCR Account No. 962-0003149-6 Marietta Arce Valverde
2) cash in envelope in PO Box 65 (Marietta Arce Valverde) in Atenas.
In all cases be sure to include your name and what the money is for.

